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Policy Crossover Center: Vienna – Europe (PCC) 

Reads for the Summer 2018 

This reading recommendation focuses on articles and books that deal with three topics. First, 
they deal with reforming Europe in the critical phase of rising nationalism and separatism, the 
upcoming EU elections, and changes in the roles of the US and China. At the same time, there 
are arising aspirations to restore the past empires of Russia, Turkey and other countries. 
Second, it deals with the topic of Africa switching from the paradigm of the “African growth 
tragedy” to that of “Africa rising”. Here, a new self-confidence has developed and “Chinese 
growth rates” are predicted. However, the continent is still ridden with conflicts and undecided 
on whether it can build on own money, Chinese investment or higher development assistance. 
The third topic is the changing role of education, not least in the midst of waves of migration, 
new technologies and globalisation.  

 

Have fun reading and enjoy the holidays! 

The Team of the “Policy Crossover Center: Vienna-Europe” 

 

A. Reforming Europe 

(1) Guy Verhofstadt:  
Why “America First” Means “Europe United” 
Project Syndicate (8.6.2018) 
https://www.project-‐syndicate.org/commentary/america-‐first-‐europe-‐united-‐by-‐guy-‐
verhofstadt-‐2018-‐06	  

Although it may seem like the EU is facing more crises than it can handle, Guy Verhofstadt 
argues that the integration process will continue. Despite Brexit, and perhaps as a 
consequence, the remaining EU represents a union, and Angela Merkel (if she overcomes the 
problems in the German coalition) and Emmanuel Macron have shown signs of cooperating to 
pursue long overdue EU-level reforms. The author reports that the EU has the highest support 
in opinion polls in decades. However, in addition to the revanchism of Russian President 
Vladimir Putin and China's global expansion efforts, the US President is severely challenging the 
EU. He disdains NATO and is trying to entice the EU to retaliatory tariffs. But in the end this will 
make Europeans realize that their strength lies in collaboration and multinational process. This 
might be just what the long-stagnant European integration process needs, because Europe has 
always been strongest when facing the biggest challenges. 
 

(2) Ariane Bogain:  
Emmanuel Macron, One Year On 
Friends of Europe (7.5.2018) 
https://friendsofeurope.org/publication/emmanuel-‐macron-‐one-‐year	  

Ariane Bogain stresses that Emanuel Macron has one more year to convince French voters 
before they give their verdict on his first electoral test as president in next year’s European 
election. On the positive side, the author stresses the youthful vigour and exuberant energy of 
the French president, but he says what will be decisive is whether he can deliver, show a vison 
for his country and find partners in Europe. Macron has a firm stance on both Trump and Putin; 
he took an active role in the Syrian conflict and in resettling France’s relations with Africa. His 
role in Europe is hampered by the Catalan crisis, the new government in Italy, and frosty 
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relations – if not “downright hostility” – from Hungary and Poland. Domestically, he has not 
borne many fruits, even if growth has returned and unemployment and public deficit have 
declined. A dozen reforms are now under way from labour laws without a fuss. Yet reforms are 
justified in a technocratic way under the banner of competitiveness and not providing an end 
goal. Macron began as a radical centrist, but is increasingly put squarely on the right. His 
popularity among low-income voters is at an all-time low of 27%. The next verdict will be given 
at the European election of 2019 and maybe earlier if he loses Germany as a partner and does 
not provide a vision for Europe. 

 

(3) Ross Douthat:  
The Fall of the German Empire 
The New York Times (16.5.2018) 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/16/opinion/germany-‐europe-‐populism.html 

This New York Times op-ed delineates that the third German empire, which is built on 
democracy and bureaucracy, and collaborates with other global powers such as the US, is 
intrinsically intertwined and indeed conflated with the European Union. While the latter is 
generally lauded as a great “liberal-cosmopolitan project,” it has lately come under heavy 
attack: numerous crises, from the financial crunch to irregular migration movements from the 
Middle East and Sub-Saharan Africa, and, most recently, nationalist and populist forces gaining 
ground in the new Member States, are threatening to divide the EU for good. Douthat’s 
suggested remedy is, perhaps paradoxically, an even more conscious imperial stance by its 
present leaders. Rather than framing current tensions as a choice of centre vs. periphery, of 
liberal forces vs. illiberal ones, Douthat calls for an understanding of the EU as a loose empire 
instead of a United States of Europe, thus recognizing the individual nation states’ sovereignty.  

 

(4) Jaqueline Bhabha:  
Can We Solve the Migration Crisis? 
Polity (2018) 
http://politybooks.com/bookdetail/?isbn=9781509519392&subject_id=2 

In this slim but important essay on the nature and foundation of irregular migration, Jacqueline 
Bhabha, professor at the Harvard School of Public Health, argues for a more empathic and 
compassionate approach to international migrants. Convincingly, her treatise shows how 
developed countries are morally obligated to react to the current migration crisis, in particular 
the one following the Syrian Civil War, which is essentially driven by global conflicts and 
inequalities. Her argument is built, among other sources, on the ‘duty of care’ advocated by 
philosophers and thinkers ranging from Immanuel Kant to John Maynard Keynes. She stresses 
the importance of employment opportunities and education to people from the Syrian diaspora 
as a form of global collaboration, which is indispensable for giving a ‘lost generation’ of young 
and destitute refugees new perspectives for a bright and independent future. 

 

(5) Amitav Acharya:  
The End of American World Order, 2nd Edition 
Polity (2018) 
http://politybooks.com/bookdetail/?isbn=9781509517077&subject_id=2 

This second edition of a book published in 2014 maintains that the age of Western hegemony is 
over. New material is specifically added in light of the Trump presidency and the Chinese long-
run strategy, while the strengths of the “global South” are analysed. 
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B. Rising Africa  

(6) Shada Islam 
Africa-Europe Ties Need a Reset – Not Just Because of Migration 
Friends of Europe (4.6.2018) 
https://www.friendsofeurope.org/publication/africa-‐europe-‐ties-‐need-‐reset-‐not-‐just-‐because-‐
migration-‐shada-‐islam	  

The main message of this article by Shada Islam is that Europe could become the Africa’s main 
partner. This is an important message, given today’s rising investment of China and Europe’s 
neglect of this region, and it fits with the PCC Policy Brief 3/2017. However, such a partnership 
requires a major reset, since relations are currently out of touch with reality. The new partners 
should share the goals of investing in jobs, sustainable growth and social inclusiveness. Change 
and transformation should be driven from within Africa, not by outsiders; these, however, can 
speed up the good governance listening of civil society representatives, including business 
leaders, parliamentarian’s local authorities, young people and women. The success of Africa 
should be based on digitisation and the by now highest share of business starts of women. The 
“EU week for people of African Decent” was a good start; it is important that the reset of 
relations should not just occur out of migration fears.  

 

(7) Roselyn Mugo 
Listening to Africa's Future Farmers 
Project Syndicate (7.6.2018) 
https://www.project-‐syndicate.org/commentary/africa-‐youth-‐unemployment-‐agricultural-‐
innovation-‐by-‐roselyn-‐mugo-‐2018-‐06	  

By 2035 Africa will need some 350 million new jobs. As the continent’s biggest industry, 
agriculture has to provide the main bulk of it, but young Africans are shunning life on farms for 
work in cities. The average age of the population is under 24, that of farmers about 60 years. 
The author works at the Youth Think Tank in Uganda (connected to Restless Development 
Uganda and the Mastercard Foundation). She maintains that young people can be interested in 
new technologies, which include cloud computing, soil sensors, and weather drones that change 
how food is produced, packaged and distributed. What is needed are large crops from smaller 
spaces, including kitchen gardens, vertical farms and mobile apps.  

(8) Esther Ngumbi 
Strenghtening African Science 
Project Syndicate (12.6.2018) 
https://www.project-‐syndicate.org/commentary/africa-‐low-‐research-‐and-‐development-‐
spending-‐by-‐esther-‐ngumbi-‐2018-‐06	  

Africa has realised that low quality of science is a problem for development. UNESCO estimates 
that, even quantitatively, the R&D share is only about 0.5% in Sub-Saharan Africa. With 15% of 
the world population, the continent has only 0.1% of world patents. Support comes from 
donations, e.g. the Bill & Melinda Gates foundation, which boosted research to improve crop 
yields, drought-resistant crops, and health, given a lack of own resources. The continent-wide 
research input increased from 2005 to 2014, but has since stalled. Africa needs more external 
funding, connections with CEOs and philanthropists and donors, to align research agendas with 
national goals and to encourage entrepreneurship in research organisations. Above all, African 
governments must invest in the people who can overcome human development challenges.  

(9) Addis Ababa 
Ethiopia’s New Prime Minister Wants Peace and Privatisation 
The Economist (9.6.2018) 
https://www.economist.com/middle-‐east-‐and-‐africa/2018/06/07/ethiopias-‐new-‐prime-‐
minister-‐wants-‐peace-‐and-‐privatisation	  
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Ethiopia’s new prime minister stands in contrast to his predecessor and most other leaders in 
Africa as a friend of the country’s young protestors, and he is trying to solve ethical and political 
conflict, which would also allow Ethiopia access to Eritrea’s ports, essential for exports. As far as 
the economy is concerned, he has promised to preserve the state monopoly of key sectors, but 
at the same time open that to foreign investors through partial privatisation. This requires a 
vision, since partial privatisation, including its potential for reducing debt, is not enough. 
Ethiopia still has no stock market and the banking sector needs a shakeup. On the positive side, 
the new leader has brought urgency into decision-making, which has been lacking up to now.  

(10) Paul Hopper 
Understanding Development, 2nd Edition 
Polity (2018) 
http://politybooks.com/bookdetail/?isbn=9781509510504&subject_id=2	  

Paul Hopper provides an overview of development assistance under the new perspective, 
including the recent refugee crisis, the UN’s sustainable development goals and the increasing 
number of fragile states. It analyses whether development assistance is just a new strategy for 
industrial counties to dominate the “third” world, as analysed by De Moya and Bodomo The role 
of UN peacekeepers is analysed, along with the potential of remittances and other new ways of 
financing development. The book is essential as a reference to proposals for a new partnership 
with Africa for assistance in line with a rising confidence of the emerging economies, and for 
assessing the new role of the US and China. It is important for Europe to find new partners and 
engage in education as a main element of assistance, as advocated in the PCC studies on EPP 
and Education.  

C. Changing Role of Education 

(11) Kevin Watkins: 
The Asset We Cannot Afford to Neglect 
Project Syndicate (1.6.2018) 
https://www.project-‐syndicate.org/commentary/education-‐human-‐capital-‐investment-‐by-‐
kevin-‐watkins-‐2018-‐06	  

Kevin Watkins starts his article with the following quote by Benjamin Franklin: “An investment 
in knowledge pays the best interest.” However, under-investment is at the heart of the current 
education crisis. Watkins mentions that too little aid goes to basic education in low-income 
countries and that the lower-middle-income countries are also affected by the financing 
shortfall. Part of the problem is that developing countries do not demand money for education, 
but prioritize loans for physical investment, transport and energy infrastructure. On the other 
hand, the World Bank itself has also attached too less weight. The article focuses on the 
International Finance Facility for education (IFFEd), which could help catalyse change and 
create a new facility to underwrite education loans from the World Bank and regional 
development banks. The author also stresses that IFFEd is not enough, and that wider reforms 
are needed to ensure a quality education for all.  

Further articles addressing the importance of quality education are published by Project 
Syndicate by Joseph Munyambanza: The Power of Empowering Refugees (14.6.2018) and 
Mohamed Sidibay: Education Saved My Life (29.5.2018) 
 

(12) Stephanie E.L. Bengtsson, Bilal Barakat, Raya Muttarak 
The Role of Education in Enabling the Sustainable Development Agenda 
Routledge (2018) 
https://www.routledge.com/The-‐Role-‐of-‐Education-‐in-‐Enabling-‐the-‐Sustainable-‐Development-‐
Agenda/Bengtsson-‐Barakat-‐Muttarak-‐Lutz-‐Birhanu-‐Kebede/p/book/9781138307957	  

This edited collection explores the intersections between education (SDG 4) and other goals and 
targets of the new global Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) agenda. Education has long 
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been shown to have a positive effect on development, physical health and mental health, life 
expectancy and population growth, and personal empowerment, but it remains under-financed 
and low on the list of priorities in international development. The book explores this tension 
through an extensive literature review from different disciplines, including economics, 
geography, sociology and environmental studies. Case studies from developed and developing 
countries are contrasted to show how achieving SDG 4 may hinder or support the achievement 
of other targets, and vice versa. Such an innovative juxtaposition of SDGs allows for a 
comprehensive, intertwined approach to the global development agenda, taking into account 
interdependencies and reciprocal effects. The book will be of interest to any researchers and 
students with an interest in education and the SDGs. 

 

 

Please send your comments on the articles and books in this Read, as well as your suggestions 
for the next Reads of the Quarter or the next list of books, to info@querdenkereuropa.at and 
karl.aiginger@querdenkereuropa.at.  


